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Advanced Home Improvements Tony Milani - milanitony@yahoo.com 404-886-5809 This gentleman’s crew just finished painting 3 rooms in my own home. I found him 
after he was working on a client’s home doing some renovating I suggested (remove 
wallpaper,  paint, build a trey ceiling in a basement  where there had been a drop 
ceiling). My clients home went under contract in 24 hours based on changes this 
company made!. They can do little jobs and whole house remodels.

Leianne Messina-Brown

All Around Remodeling Jonathan Balmaceda 678-725-1567 Jonathan Balmaceda of All Around Remodeling has done fabulous work for us over 
the past 20 years, at our previous house and our current Dunwoody home….work 
includes knocking out exterior walls and interior walls for French doors, full 
basement
remodeling, custom buil-ins, full bathroom renovations, electrical, plumbing, etc. 
He’s definitely full service and does great work.

Trisha Parrish

Anderson, Russell 404-787-9964 I highly recommend Russell Anderson for any of your renovation needs. He is 
reliable, honest, and produces high quality results. In the past, my husband has 
always done any work that needed to be done around the house. He is 
knowledgeable and capable to do this, and has always felt like someone else would 
never do as good of a job on our house as he would, because they wouldn’t have the 
vested interest that he would have. He has been so pleased with Russell’s work that 
he’s continued to call him for things that, in the past, he would’ve done on his own! 
Russell pays attention to small details we wouldn’t ever notice, and makes sure 
every i is dotted, and every t is crossed. He does all facets of home renovation, 
handyman work, landscaping, hardscaping, outdoor kitchens, decks – he really does 
it all – and for a very reasonable cost! We will always look to Russell Anderson and 
will recommend him to others, whenever there’s a job to be done. 

Lisa Victory

Atlanta Home Renovators John Caldwell 
www.atlantahomerenovators.com

404-966-9759 He is very talented, reliable, and trustworthy.  He has worked with some of the top 
interior designers in Atlanta (featured in Atlanta Home and Gardens, Atlanta 
Interiors magazines, etc). He did our whole home renovation  and we were 
extremely pleased.

Kathleen Ahearn
Seconder


Atlanta Kitchen Refinishers Terry Anderson - 
atlkitref@comcast.net

404-401-0538 I can highly recommend Terry Anderson with Atlanta Kitchen Refinishers for 
cabinet painting/refacing. If your existing cabinets are in good shape but in need 
of updating (painting, refacing, hidden hinges), this is a great resource. Terry has 
been in the business for more than 30 years, he’s one of the most reliable 
contractors I have encountered, completely professional, detailed oriented and 
goes the extra mile to make sure you’re happy with your project! Not only that, he 
is a wealth of information and a great resource for granite, tile, hardware 
referrals. Terry did an outstanding job renovating our kitchen and guest bath and 
was a pleasure to work with!

Marianne Shutzberg

Attention to Detail Home
Remodeling David Sturm 770-649-7743 David Sturm at Attention to Detail Home Remodeling. The name says it all! David 
has remodeled a half bath, finished our basement, and done several other projects. 
Would not hesitate to use him again.

Stephanie

Berndsen, Jon www.berndsencompany.com Jon Berndsen is the best for high-end remodeling. Just check out his online 
Portfolio for examples of his work.

Dayna Sondervan 

Build Atlanta Rick Struass - 
rick@buildatlanta.com David Bock - 
david@buildatl.com

770-654-0590
404-558-1900

Rick Strauss & David Bock of Build Atlanta are the most professional & down to 
earth contractors  that you will find! 35+ years experience in home building in 
Atlanta. They do both remodel & new construction. David was voted Atlanta 
Homebuilder of the Year by Atlanta Homebuilders Association.

Debi

Build Atlanta rick@buildatlanta.com 
david@buildatl.com

770-654-0590
404-558-1900

Build Atlanta – Rick Strauss and David Bock. They did reno/repairs before we 
moved into our new home last year. They were organized,  communicative, fairly 
priced, and did an exceptional  job. They continue to answer home questions for us 
as this is our first home.

Juliana Bloom

Construction Ahead Austin Foster 
www.constructionahead.net

770.234.0911 Construction Ahead!!!! Contact Austin Foster. Extensive renovation of first floor 
including kitchen…completed early, under budget. Extremely professional  staff and 
subs. No dust due to exhaust system they used. Whiteboard  in garage showed 
exactly who was coming to do what when. Tremendous post project followup. Will 
use them again!

Lisa Bever

Cribbs, Sam 678-478-0239 He does basic Handyman work to small remodel. Very fair prices. Leigh

CSI Kitchen & Bath Studio www.csikitchenandbath.com 
www.leichtstudiobycsi.com 
www.csiclosetsandstorage.com

770-729-1999 CSI Kitchen & Bath Studio remodeled  our kitchen and master bath a few years 
ago and they did a fantastic job! We love our contemporary kitchen and have 
received many compliments. CSI made our home perfect for entertaining. This is a 
great team that can do it all! Highly recommended. CSI finished when they said 
they would and came in at budget. There were no surprises. We would use them all 
over again.

Mark and Michele
Goodelman

Domain Construction Tom McMahon - 
TFMcMahon62@yahoo.com

770-714-3118 I recommend Tom McMahon, who owns and operates Domain Construction. Tom is 
able to handle really any job, big or small. He has refinished  several rooms in our 
home, including a bar, a kitchen, and a bathroom.  He has also helped out with 
smaller projects like fixing broken doors and repairing plumbing issues. He works 
quickly and keeps the work zone clean and tidy, so that the day-to-day  impact of 
the work is minimal. He is also very reasonably  priced. We will use him for all our 
home renovation  projects.

Grant Morain

Epp's Remodeling Kyle Eppinette 770-722-3357 I can recommend Kyle Eppinette of Epp’s Remodeling. He is thoughtful about design 
and planning, and can anticipate design flaws in advance. He works himself, with 
just a small team of helpers pulled in when needed. We have called him 3 times, 
leading up to a major kitchen/family room tear-down and rebuild. I don’t bother 
calling anyone else anymore. 

Melissa Marion-Landais
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From the Ground Up Services Duane Burns 678-982-6443 I would like to recommend  our contractor,  Duane Burns, owner of From the 
Ground Up Services. He did a fabulous job remodeling our kitchen 3 years ago and 
since then, we have used his crew for small jobs around our house as well as a small 
remodel at Dunwoody  Urgent Care. He and his crew are so great to work with. 
They try hard to keep the work site tidy and they were very good about making 
sure everything was completed  to our satisfaction. They even have a 5 year 
warranty on their work!

Roxanne Locarnini

Fry, Doug 678-725-6139 Doug has a fantastic work ethic – he was always here when he says he would be, 
showed up everyday and stayed all day, and he expects the same of his subs, who all 
do wonderful  work as well. He has great attention to detail, is honest, 
trustworthy,  and even fun to have around the house. I have never had anybody do 
work on my house that I would recommend  higher – I have the utmost confidence  
in him.

Beth Southers

Glazer Construction Randy Glazer I completed a major renovation of a home built in 1976 last spring. The company I 
used was Glazer Construction. The owner’s name is Randy Glazer and I highly 
recommend their work. I am difficult to please and I am very, very happy with the 
results of Randy Glazer’s work on my home. All problems were handled happily, even 
those that were difficult to correct. I give Glazer Construction an A+.

Linda M. Johnson

Gunter Remodeling David Gunter 404-539-2454 I can wholeheartedly recommend  David Gunter!  He has done extensive remodeling  
work on our home and is an articulate,  clean-cut,  polite, very capable young man 
who is honest and has loads of integrity. David is a skilled contractor and does his 
own electrical work, painting, light plumbing and anything related to a remodel. His 
prices are very competitive  and the quality of his work goes unmatched.  I would 
wholeheartedly recommend  David and his work and would be happy to serve as a 
reference for him and his work. I live in Oak Grove and would be happy to show 
anybody the work he did on my house.

Anne-Caroline
Brown Taylor

Harbour Towne Tom Dwyer - www.harbourtowne.net 770-455-1930 We have used Harbour Towne for two different projects. Tom Dwyer is the owner. 
He first did our two bathrooms.  Last year when we decided to remodel the kitchen 
and family room. I did not even get another price for it because I was so pleased 
with the bathroom job. I hope you add him to your list. I wrote a great review of 
his work on Kudzu.

Gerri Penn

Hatteras Construction Paul Springer - springerpw@att.net 770-367-9963 We live in a traditional Dunwoody  home. We have done lots of renovation  projects 
since we moved in 8 years ago, but Paul Springer is the only Contractor  I would 
recommend that we have used. Paul constructed  a covered patio addition to the 
back of the house. This was a complicated  project because A/C units had to be 
removed, work to get repair areas of erosion due to water and removing an existing 
deck and patio before contruction  could start. The project moved like clockwork 
with Paul here every step of the way. I would often look out at the end of the day 
to see Paul making sure the construction site was clean and tidy at the end of the 
days work. He responded  to any feedback I gave promptly and immediately  and 
was not satisfied until I was happy. Before we started he took me on a tour of 
Dunwoody showing me various project he has completed.  He is a Dunwoody  
Resident and his home is one of the nicest remodels in Redfield you will find. He 
truly has an intimate knowledge of Dunwoody homes and also was able to provide 
design guidance and suggestions  which is not normal in my experience from a 
contractor.  Before we contracted with Paul we went through a process with a 
design build firm and decided not to proceed with them. Paul not only provided the 
same level of service that the design firm offered, but did so at much more 
competitive  price. His background  in banking,helps him plan his projects properly 
and timely which in the end saves his clients money. We plan to use him again for 
future planned projects.

Lisa Dickson

Highland Design Gallery www.highlanddesigngallery.com 770- 579-2999 Highland Design Gallery – Todd Swarts. We recently completed  a total master 
bath remodel which turned out better than expected. We had interviewed  three 
contractors  and Todd came up with the best ideas! I have called back for a couple 
of “tweeks” and they were promptly there at my convenience.

Liz Catlett

Homeland  Remodeling 404-787-5559 I have used this company for a few years for home maintenance and improvement 
projects. They are very responsible  and thorough.

Gina Micalizio

Horne Construction Group LLC Reid Horne - 
redbirdconstruction@gmail.com

404-713-0766 I HIGHLY recommend  Reid Horne of Horne Construction Group for any of your 
home improvement OR handyman  needs! No job is too big or small. Reid lives here 
in Dunwoody and is very responsive,  hard working, reliable, trustworthy  and easy 
to work with. He is not happy until you are happy. I have used him for many 
different home improvement projects over the past several years and he has also 
done some great house painting work for a close friend of mine. He can do anything - 
from larger scale renovations, plumbing,  decks, painting, kitchen and bathroom  
updates, etc.

Michele Norwood
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Integral Structure Tony McSwain 770-842-2324 I am an interior designer in Dunwoody that specializes in helping clients through 
remodeling  and building projects. I have a number of contractors  I work with but 
the one that always meets the needs of my clients is Tony McSwain of Integral 
Structure. He is a full service contractor that has helped me and my clients out 
with small projects to huge remodeling  projects. He is licensed and he is very 
familiar with the different contract and zoning needs. Tony has never come in over 
budget–which clients love–and his guys work well around a family’s schedules.  He 
has never failed to offer strong suggestions  that have made the jobs run more 
smoothly and his even-temper  and organization makes each job run smoothly.  I 
highly recommend Integral Structure for your remodeling  needs.

Julia Mitchell

Koury, Tony 770-294-8510 Love my contractor  who does building and is the best and good prices too, he does 
mainly big renovations, building, pools, outside, etc. anything but smaller projects as 
well….

Debra B. Brown

LaRue, Larry 404-434-2222 I am presently using Larry LaRue who is doing an excellant job with the what we 
needed. He came highly recommended and only works off of referrals. He is always 
on time, cleans up, has a good group working with him and does what he says he will 
do. Will use him again on our next project.

Sharon Weber

Lefko Renovations David Lefkovits 404-846-6372 We used Lefko Renovations to renovate our 1970s style master bathroom.  David 
Lefkovits worked very closely with us throughout the project including the idea 
phase, layout plans, selections, work phase and finishing touches. We have a great 
new layout complemented by beautiful tile, granite, cabinetry, plumbing fixtures, 
and lighting. The work crew came daily and had a high level of professionalism. 
David was always accessible  and stayed in close contact with us throughout the 
project. Budget and timeframe were met.

Debbie & Steve
Kahn

Lefko Renovations info@lefkogroup.com 404-846-6372 I have to recommend Lefko Renovations. They did a whole house renovation for us 
that was wonderful. The work was top notch and they came in under budget and 
finished several weeks ahead of schedule!

Caren Cohen

Lefko Renovations info@lefkogroup.com 404-846-6372 David Lefkovits and Lefko completely transformed our master bathroom and the 
entire feel of our home. David and his “family”crew worked tirelessly to complete a 
major project quickly, neatly and completely beyond our expectations. There was 
never anything that they could or would not do to make us 110% happy with the 
project. His team works hard, long hours and completely unobtrusively. The project 
that was to take 6-7 weeks was completed in under 4 weeks and within budget! 
Their professionalism and attention to detail and to our project was superior to 
any other contractor we have ever worked with. We would absolutely recommend 
Lefko as well as use them for any and all other projects that we would do in the 
future.

Lisa Light

Lefko Renovations info@lefkogroup.com 404-846-6372 David Lefkovits with Lefko Renovations did our 2 bathrooms upstairs. He was easy 
to work with and the people that work for him were always on time, cleaned up 
after themselves and very nice to have in my home! They said they were going to 
start on a specific day and did! I would recommend to my family and friends, they 
do a great job!

Robyn Zimmerman 

Noble Power Washing Mr. Noble 404-840-1225 Mr. Noble did an excellent job power washing our house, driveway and walkways and 
even used a special circular scrubber to make the driveway practically sparkle. His 
price was very competitive and he wouldn’t accept payment until I was satisfied 
with his work. I will hire him every year.

Mindy Hamer

MOSAIC Group Rick Goldstein or William Fadul 
www.mosaicgroupatlanta.com

770-670-6022 I would like to recommend MOSAIC group for your major and minor home 
renovations. They,patiently, sat down with us several times over several months 
until we figured out exactly what we wanted. They were able to take our likes and 
dislikes and consider all the “bright ideas” we brought to the table while creating 
fresh ideas for our lifestyle. Love our kitchen and the plans for the next phase of 
our renovations. If you have to have people roaming around your house for weeks, 
these are the kind of people you want. Respectful and friendly. Any time we had 
questions, we were able to contact the contractor or the architect. Wouldn’t think 
of using anyone else for our renovations.

Jan Hewitt

MOSAIC Group: Remodeling for the 
Way You Live

www.mosaicgroupatlanta.com MOSAIC Group [Architects and Remodelers] is a locally owned and operated 
business that provides an outstanding design/build remodeling experience. Owners 
William Fadul and Rick Goldstein, a registered architect, have beautified homes in 
some of Atlanta’s nicest neighborhoods for more than two decades. The name 
MOSAIC reflects how the seemingly unrelated pieces of a home renovation truly 
are related as our clients witness how design, architecture, materials, craftsmen 
and service come together to form a beautiful and artistic whole.

Audra Anders
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MOSAIC Group www.mosaicgroupatlanta.com We highly recommend Mosaic Group for any remodeling/renovation work. They are 
a professional design and build team consisting of architects, designers, and 
craftsmen who truly work with the customer from day one to create a unique, 
unified vision of the project. Many renovation “experts” perform quality work, but 
most deliver a final product that is a cookie cutter version of concepts they’re 
comfortable building. Mosaic’s approach is completely different, offering clients a 
completely custom renovation, injecting innovative ideas and concepts reflecting 
the desires of the customer. We recently hired Mosaic to renovate our basement. 
Though our home is traditional, we wanted a different look for our basement and 
had a mid-century modern aesthetic in mind. They embraced the idea and created a 
design to achieve the look and feel we envisioned. The entire process was (even 
though quite dusty) virtually trouble free. A dedicated project manager was 
assigned to us who professionally handled every aspect of the day-to-day 
construction. They finished on time and were very mindful of our budget. We plan 
to hire them again for future renovations. Mosaic truly delivers the WOW factor!

Jerry and Laila Berland

Paragon Construction Justin Henry We can’t recommend Justin Henry with Paragon Construction enough. My husband 
recently did a very through review of the work we had done on Houzz. 
http://www.houzz.com/viewReview/330805/Paragon-Construction-Services-review

Kelly Adkins

Passow Construction Craig Passow 404-376-4358 We used Craig Passow Construction to completely gut and remodel our master bath 
a few months ago and are very happy with how it all turned out! He was very 
flexible to our requests, responded promptly to any calls, and most importantly his 
price was very reasonable. All his subs were excellent as well, we are very happy 
with the whole experience and would recommend him heartily for any remodeling or 
construction job.

Bob Drake

Passow Construction Craig Passow 404-376-4358 So glad I saw this post! I would like to recommend  our contractor, Craig Passow, 
of Passow Construction. Craig and his crew remodeled  our Dunwoody  kitchen a 
year ago. I have more than several positives to share with you & the followers.  The 
first is HONESTY: Craig was extremely open & honest with us regarding our 
budget, why we should or shouldn’t do something  and how long it was going to take ( 
a realistic timeline), COMMUNICATION: Craig was extremely easy to get a hold of 
and returned all of our calls promptly (even a year later I had a concern and he 
“fixed it”, happily!), he took note of any changes and was very flexible & 
professional, CREATIVITY: even though we had a designer he and his crew and sub 
contractors were very helpful and shared their ideas, DEPENDABLE: he always 
arrived on time and was on the worksite everyday, his crew and sub-contractors 
always looked appropriate and were on time, Craig’s follow-up was
very detailed oriented and satisfaction  was guaranteed. On a side note-cabinetry 
is always a very expensive part of a kitchen renovation and Criag’s guy, Mike
Volan of The Cabinet Source, was fantastic. We got the look we wanted within our 
budget.

Charlotte Turner

Passow Construction Craig Passow 404-376-4358 Craig Passow Construction is well respected in Dunwoody. Craig is honest and has an 
outstanding work ethic, which he expects of all those who he employs. In the 
spring, he completed  our basement family room renovation,  including taking down 
and moving walls, then constructing a new space. Craig answered all of our questions 
quickly. I have seen other homes that Craig Passow has done work on and they are 
beautiful as well. I would not call anyone else to do work in our house! Craig Passow 
Construction is the only company we trust!

Jennifer and Sean
Smith

Passow Construction Craig and Libby Passow 404-376-4358 Two years ago I bought a beautiful home in Dunwoody that had been totally 
renovated by the owners, Craig and Libby Passow. Craig is a general contractor; he 
did the renovation and the home was/is beautifully done. Three weeks ago the 
county sewer line backed up into the finished basement and caused a lot of damage. 
The basement had to be repainted, baseboards and sheet rock had to be replaced 
and the bathroom had to be totally re-done. I hired Craig to make it beautiful again 
and he has! His work is top-notch. He is reliable and honest. He is knowledgeable 
and easy to work with. I highly recommend Passow Construction.

Madelaine Murad

Passow Construction Craig Passow 404-376-4358 Craig remodeled two bathrooms, master and guest, at the same time for us. He 
delivered as promised. He was attentive and available. There were no surprises 
with costs as all were within the estimated range.We are very happy with the 
finished product and have another project planned with him after this positive 
experience.

Lisa Ford

R. Kieffer Enterprises Randy Kieffer - 
kiefferr@comcast.net

770-861-7536 Recently had kitchen renovations expertly done by Randy Kieffer. Randy stayed on 
budget within a proper estimate, was always dependable  and on time — and a joy to 
have around! I could not give a higher recommendation!

Pat Adams

RCR, Inc. Robert Croawell 770-814-0064  
678-642-8314 

Robert recently renovated our kitchen, and stayed on budget. He is creative, 
professional and a good listener. We are extremely satisfied with the quality of his 
craftsmanship, and we absolutely love our kitchen! His crew was efficient, and 
reliable. Several years ago, we also had a loft built into a great extra sleeping 
space by Robert. He does a great job!

Carla Wertheimer
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Remodel South Wes Tjepkema - 
remodelsouth@bellsouth.net

404-934-1929 We used Wes Tjepkema with Remodel South on a pretty major renovation  
(kitchen, master bathroom, outdoor fireplace, knocking+adding walls, etc) and he 
was fantastic. Best quality work without overpaying. He’s honest, great to work 
with, Dunwoody  family with kids in local school. Mid-renovation during really heavy 
rains while hubby was out of town he called me at 9:30pm to make sure no water 
was coming in and offered to come check, put down another tarp, etc. A+++ 
recommendation.

Erin Shepherd

Rexi, LLC Michael Rothman - www.rexillc.com 404-597-7416 Rexi, LLC is owned and operated by Michael Rothman. Michael is a Civil Engineer 
and graduated from McGill University in Montreal. His knowledge, expertise, 
artistic eye and quality craftsman separates him from the average 
remodeler/builder. He is honest, trustworthy, insured, bonded and takes great 
pride in the work that he does and great care with each and every job. He does not 
take shortcuts to get the job done. He takes the time to do it right the first time. 
Rexi, LLC really is different then most. Michael is an award-winning member of 
NARI. He turns a property into a real home. 

Rhonda

Rick Taylor Construction 678-689-7780 Rick Taylor Construction is a wonderful  handy man service. They do it all! They 
remodeled my masterbath room, tore out walls, laid tile, installed ceiling fans, 
sinks, faucets and more. if you need something  done, they can do it and do it with 
style and your satisfaction!

Robyn

Schuon Kitchens and Bath www.skbi.com 678-705-4346 We worked with Schuon Kitchens and Bath on our recent kitchen/powder 
room/laundry room remodel — they are located on Roswell Road just North of the
river. Hans Schuon worked with me to design the space and Axel installed the 
cabinets — they went above and beyond our expectations

Karen Patterson

Seth Townsend www.sethtownsend.com  770-973-9916 Seth Townsend is a cabinet maker that does kitchen design, kitchen cabinets, and 
kitchen remodeling. He is a very conscientious, reliable, and trustworthy worker, 
and does excellent work! I highly recommend him. You can purchase pre-made 
cabinets through him, or he can custom build your cabinets. High quality work with 
extremely competitive pricing! 

Lisa Victory

Spice Enterprises, Inc Peter Andrews 678-320-0675 
O
678-362-5021 
C

Peter Andrews (Spice Enterprises,  Inc.) Local Dunwoody resident who lives off 
Chamblee  Dunwoody Road.  Interior/Exterior Remodeling/ 
woodworking/cabinets/painting Additions, Repairs…more.

June Griffeth

Stephens,  Rusty Rusty Stephens 404-317-9158 Rusty Stephens is fantastic and can remodel anything. He is honest and does a 
great job
and in the time frame he pays he will do it in.

Sandy

Stephenson Construction, LLC www.stephensonconstructionllc.com 
stephenson.llc@gmail.com

404-348-0108 Construction. I just recently moved to Dunwoody but he did work on our old house 
in East Cobb. He is a contractor that you can always get ahold of, which is many 
times a problem. He did great work on our house

Jennifer

Stonehaus Design George Steinheimer George Steinheimer of Stonehaus design was great. He is an architect and has 
great ideas along with being meticulous with his work. His crews are extremely 
trustworthy – been with him for years.

Ellen Lindemann

Thelen, Randy randallthelen@yahoo.com 404-202-8375 I would like to recommend Randy Thelen for any kind of renovation  or repair that 
you may want. Randy was part of the Thelen Kitchen company which was in 
Dunwoody  for many years and did extraordinary work. Randy is extremely 
talented, detail oriented and reliable. My kitchen is incredible,  and I would 
recommend  him highly. Anybody who is familiar with the work provided by Thelen 
Kitchens will get the “man behind the scenes.”

Nora Floersheim

Thompson  Homes Atlanta David Thompson 678-725-6373 David Thompson of Thompson  Homes Atlanta
He does very custom work, both remodel and new construction. I think he is the 
best in the business!

Leigh

Townsend, Seth www.sethtownsend.com  770-973-9916 Seth Townsend is a cabinet maker that does kitchen design, kitchen cabinets, and 
kitchen remodeling. He is a very conscientious, reliable, and trustworthy worker, 
and does excellent work! I highly recommend him. You can purchase pre-made 
cabinets through him, or he can custom build your cabinets. High quality work with 
extremely competitive pricing! 

Lisa Victory

Weidmann and Associates www.weidmannremodeling.com 770- 552-8396 We recently completed  a master suite remodel by Weidmann  and Associates.  
Their workmanship is phenomenal and have a focus on detail. All their trades people 
were professional  and have been with the company for many years. Their motto is 
“where every client is a reference” and I am a believer!

Michele Williams

The X-pert Remodeling Contractor LLCHugh Rawn 678-362-8236 I called The X-pert Remodeling Contractor LLC  in need of a consult for a problem 
at my home. Mr. Rawn called back promptly and made an appointment tocome see 
and access. He was thorough and upfront regarding all of the cost, possibilities and 
challenges we might face during the process.He schedule the day to return to 
complete the job, kept me in the know of what he found and how he thought the 
process should progress. The X-pert Remodeling Contractor LLC  will be my first 
call in the future for any home repairs and to refer to others for his excellent 
workmanshiop and professionalism throughout the whole process

Jacquelyn Allen
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The X-pert Remodeling Contractor LLCHugh Rawn 678-362-8236 Why did a type A personality stop worrying shortly after beginning an extended 
and extensive home repair? Because Hugh Rawn of The X-pert Remodeling 
Contractor is capable, ethical, and thorough. He fulfilled every promise without our 
asking, paid attention to details, and cleaned up every day’s debris. We were so 
pleased with his work and grew to like him so much that when our multi-month 
project was completed, my husband and I hosted a thank-you dinner for Hugh and 
his wife, the decorator and her husband, and the couple who made the 
recommendation! Hugh respected our budget, helped us with decisions, and made 
excellent suggestions. We knew the house had issues, but as Hugh uncovered more 
“surprises”, he showed us exactly what and why. My husband is sufficiently 
knowledgeable that he knew Hugh was being straight with us. Frankly, our home is 
now better constructed than when first built. One issue was that multiple outside 
doors had to be replaced. Hugh’s crew brought the two and three paneled glass 
doors up via the deck, rather than come through the house. In removing and 
replacing the leaking doors, the inside door frames were not only not damaged, but 
the paint wasn’t touched! Now THAT’S care and talent! Hugh paid attention to the 
details, down to tiny rubber bathroom drawer stops so closing the drawers wouldn’t 
nick the fresh paint, a detail that even a type “A” would have missed. The after 
construction punch list was minor and immediately accomplished. I could share 
many other examples of his personal attention during the project. Hugh Rawn of 
The X-pert Remodeling Contractor is a professional  Working with him was a relief 

Marsha Londe
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